
Treatment of Error in Second Language
Student Writing Second Edition: A
Comprehensive Guide
Writing is a crucial aspect of second language learning, and the ability to
accurately express oneself in writing is a challenge for many language learners.
Errors are an integral part of the language learning process, and addressing them
effectively can greatly enhance a student's writing skills.

The second edition of "Treatment of Error in Second Language Student Writing"
is a comprehensive guide that provides teachers with valuable insights and
practical strategies to help students overcome their writing difficulties. This article
aims to explore the key themes discussed in this edition and shed light on its
significance in the field of second language learning.

Understanding the Nature of Errors

Errors are not random occurrences; they often result from students' attempts to
apply the rules of the target language. Recognizing the different types of errors
and their underlying causes is crucial for effective treatment. The second edition
elaborates on various error types, such as grammatical, lexical, and discourse
errors, and offers detailed explanations and examples.
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Additionally, the guide emphasizes the importance of considering error patterns
within a student's writing. Identifying common patterns helps teachers understand
the specific challenges faced by students and tailor their instruction accordingly.
By analyzing these patterns, educators can create targeted interventions to
address recurring errors.

Effective Feedback Strategies

Providing feedback plays a central role in helping students improve their writing
skills. However, not all feedback is equally effective. The second edition of
"Treatment of Error in Second Language Student Writing" emphasizes the
importance of providing constructive and targeted feedback.

The guide suggests various approaches to error correction, such as focusing on
global errors first before addressing local errors, using peer feedback as a
formative tool, and providing explicit explanations rather than simply indicating
errors. These strategies enhance students' understanding of their mistakes and
encourage them to reflect on their writing process.

Furthermore, the second edition emphasizes the significance of creating a
supportive classroom environment where students feel comfortable taking risks
and making errors. This encourages a growth mindset and fosters a positive
attitude towards learning, ultimately leading to improved writing skills over time.
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Integrating Technology for Error Treatment

In the digital age, technology offers innovative tools to support error treatment in
second language writing. The second edition highlights the benefits of utilizing
technology as an additional resource to enhance instruction.

Various software and online platforms are available that can automatically identify
errors and provide instant feedback. These tools can help streamline the error
treatment process, allowing teachers to focus more on analyzing error patterns
and providing targeted feedback.

Moreover, technology can offer interactive exercises and activities that enable
students to practice and apply their knowledge of grammar and vocabulary.
These engaging activities make the learning process more enjoyable and
motivating.

Addressing Cultural and Linguistic Influences

The second edition acknowledges that errors in second language writing can
often be influenced by cultural and linguistic differences. By recognizing and
understanding these influences, teachers can better address and treat errors.

The guide provides insights on how to incorporate culturally appropriate
examples and activities into writing instruction. By respecting and acknowledging
students' diverse backgrounds, teachers create a more inclusive and effective
learning environment.

The second edition of "Treatment of Error in Second Language Student Writing"
is an invaluable resource for teachers seeking to enhance their students' writing
skills. By understanding the nature of errors, employing effective feedback
strategies, utilizing technology, and addressing cultural and linguistic influences,



educators can help students overcome their writing difficulties and become
proficient writers in their second language.

This comprehensive guide equips teachers with a thorough understanding of
error treatment in second language writing and provides them with the tools and
strategies needed to foster a supportive and effective learning environment. By
embracing the principles outlined in this second edition, teachers can empower
their students to become confident and competent writers.
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Treatment of Error offers a realistic, well-reasoned account of what teachers of
multilingual writers need to know about error and how to put what they know to
use. As in the first edition, Ferris again persuasively addresses the fundamental
error treatment questions that plague novice and expert writing specialists alike:
What types of errors should teachers respond to? When should we respond to
them? What are the most efficacious ways of responding to them? And ultimately,
what role should error treatment play in the teaching of the process of writing?
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The second edition improves upon the first by exploring changes in the field since
2002, such as the growing diversity in what is called “L2 writers,” the blurring
boundaries between “native” and “non-native” speakers of English, the influence
of genre studies and corpus linguistics on the teaching of writing, and the need
the move beyond “error” to “second language development” in terms of
approaching students and their texts. It also explores what teacher preparation
programs need to do to train teachers to treat student error.

The second edition features

 *  an updating of the literature in all chapters

 *  a new chapter on academic language development

 *  a postscript on how to integrate error treatment/language development
suggestions in Chapters 4-6 into a writing class syllabus

 * the addition of discussion/analysis questions at the end of each chapter, plus
suggested readings, to make the book more useful in pedagogy or teacher
development workshops
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